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NORLANDIA CARE GROUP AS

CEO report
On track
As we look back on the preceding year, I am pleased to report that we are on track
with respect to all major goals we set up for ourselves. In quality development,
employee satisfaction, revenue growth, concept development and financial management, we have attained or surpassed our objectives. These are exciting times at
Norlandia: We have grown significantly in size over the last year: from 3,017 employees
to 3,415, and from 1,417 MNOK in revenue to 1,853 as of December 31, 2014. The
heart of the organization remains unchanged, however: We tend to the needs of our
users with unsurpassed love and compassion, within the framework of a cool and
deliberate systems approach.

“The success of Norlandia is closely linked to
the choices of the decision makers in the public
sector who actively challenge the private sector
to provide services for the broad population.”
HILDE BRITT MELLBYE, CEO

Consistent quality delivery
In 2014, we became ISO-certified for the first time. In February of 2015, we passed our
renewal process. Also, in February all three divisions in our Swedish organization were
ISO-certified for the first time. At their core, the ISO standards are based on the service
quality experienced by the end user.
Customer surveys conducted with institutional customers/ municipal decision makers
show a good score across all three divisions. Surveys of parents in our preschools in
Norway show that more than 85% are satisfied with Norlandia. This compares favorably
with similar surveys in this sector.
For our elderly care division in Sweden, we were pleased with our score on the nationwide survey conducted by Socialstyrelsen (National Board of Health and Welfare) in the
period March through May 2014: 93% of the residents questioned reported themselves
as satisfied with Norlandia. This compares well with the national average of 83% satisfaction. This survey included close to 38000 respondents throughout Sweden.
Our preschool division has found the fundamental and ground-breaking work they did
in their “steering document” very useful. The document provides guidance on a range
of issues pertaining to service quality and competency development.

Employees flourish at Norlandia
Employee satisfaction surveys are evidence that Norlandia is indeed a desired place to
work.
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We have made major strides in our ability to develop and utilize our organization optimally. We have new systems in place to capture skills and track progress in competency
development.
We aspire to be a health promoting workplace, and have in the past year supported
physical activity through initiatives such as the Sentrumsløpet 10K run, internal soccer
tournaments and the step-counting competition dytt.no.
We strive to have orderly working conditions and value mutually respectful and cooperative relations with labor unions. In all three divisions, many employees are union
members. Our employees are covered by collective agreements. With preschools
becoming part of Norlandia, it was considered appropriate to belong to one employers’
association in Norway rather than two. We chose membership in the organization
Spekter. As a consequence, new collective agreements had to be entered into. This has
now been completed.

Growth in many markets
The past year has seen major additions to our existing business:
• Acquisition of preschool chain Kakelbont, which will be an exciting addition to our
existing business in The Netherlands
• Won tender bid to operate three new preschools in Oslo
• Acquisition of Swedish elderly care organization Kosmo with 28 units
• Won elderly care unit Orkerød and re-won Oppsalhjemmet, both in Norway
• In our Swedish elderly care operations, we won tender bids in the following counties:
Mjölby (the unit Slomarp), Vallentuna (Augustendal), and Lund (Fäladshöjden).
We also re-won the contact with Kristinehamn county (Tapiren)
Succesful integration of Kosmo is high on our agendas in 2015. We are excited to
merge the two operations and create a new organization that is even stronger than
each was separately.
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Concept development
In the preschools, a major effort and significant investment has been the digital competency project. We have invested in more than 280 iPads and a great number of children
have so far been exposed to the program. The project is geared toward discovery,
stimulating curiosity, creativity, cooperation and appreciation of nature.
In elderly care, we have developed Five wishes for dignity at Oppsalhjemmet after a
model from the US-based Aging with Dignity. Five wishes is a so-called living will, which
facilitate conversations about end of life choices that are often difficult. The concept
has now been implemented at all our nursing homes in Norway. Five wishes was highlighted at a conference held by The Norwegian Knowledge Centre for Health Services
in January 2015.
In Sweden, our elderly care division has conceptualized the Five Aspect Meal Model
(FAMM) in cooperation with Örebro University. Historically, the five aspect model has
been developed and used within the research area of culinary arts and meal science.
The five aspects are: the room, the encounter, the product, the management system,
and the atmosphere. Our FAMM concept now guide food related service provision at
our elderly care units in Sweden. Residents and the relatives have been very happy
with the changes.

Financial management
Throughout the year, we have had satisfactory control with revenue streams and cost
generators. Our internal review mechanisms provide insight and overview with great
regularity; they build confidence, prevent surprises and allow for adequate follow-up.
Performance has been in line with budgets.

Exciting prospects
As we peer into the not too distant future, we are excited about the opportunities
that abound. Sheer demographic forces are pushing the demand for alternative
care models to provide joy and dignity to an aging population. User satisfaction has
validated the private approach to preschools; we expect further consolidation in that
sector. With costs of in-hospital care escalating, the logic of patient hotels will be ever
more prevalent.

Ownership
Norlandia Care Group AS is privately owned. The company continues to be controlled
by its founders from Northern Norway: Kristian Adolfsen, Roger Adolfsen, Benn Eidissen
and Even Carlsen each control 32, 32, 18, and 18 percent, respectively.
The owners started the operations which grew to become Norlandia Care Group AS
in the early 1990s and continue to have a long-term, socially responsible perspective.
The owners continue to be actively engaged in the company.

Growth
Norlandia will continue to seek growth. Sustained profitable growth provides dynamism in the organization and fresh resources to attack big challenges. Growth enables
us to leverage core competencies across ever-wider fields of operation and derive
economies of scale. Increased size benefits our customers through investments in
infrastructure and quality systems. Expanded organizational breadth yields enhanced
opportunities for competency development.
We posit that stagnation is currently not a viable alternative: We anticipate continued
growth in the foreseeable future.
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Innovation
In all three divisions, innovation is key to sustained leadership. Innovation will boost
service quality experienced by users and provide cost advantages. We nurture and
stimulate innovative thinking at each operational unit and in our central, divisional
development processes.
Important areas for innovation are organization, technology and communication.
Most innovations are minor and incremental. In the aggregate, they are what enables
a private enterprise to play a role as a reference point to society. A multitude of
innovations will provide the efficiency improvements needed to allow for a sustainable
welfare sector. For Norlandia, innovation strengthens our ability to grow.

An integral part of the modern welfare state
The success of Norlandia is closely linked to the choices of the decision makers in
the public sector who actively challenge the private sector to provide services for the
broad population. Their motivation is both cost savings and a desire to benefit from
innovations from outside the walls of the public sector. Over time, Norlandia is
comprehensively controlled by the public sector. Increasingly rigorous requirements
and specifications continue to advance quality. We are indeed a part of the welfare
model in the societies where we operate.

From vision to reality
This is our vision: “Norlandia improves welfare services and becomes a reference point
for society in developing quality in preschools, patient hotels and elderly care that
benefits the users”.
What does that mean, what is the roadmap to realizing that vision? Becoming a
reference point for society will require a sustained commitment to innovation, a willingness to subject ourselves to increasingly demanding quality controls and even better
processes to understand the evolving desires and needs of our users. We must develop
a technologically savvy organization which rapidly seizes new opportunities. We must
cultivate a research-driven, evidence-based approach with many connections to the
world of academia which enable our organization to pioneer or adopt practices at the
forefront of their fields. Above all, we must foster leadership that promote enthusiasm
and drive throughout the organization.
In summary, these are exciting times at Norlandia. Every day, our dedicated employees
seek the best solutions for the individual user. In all markets where we operate, we
deliver a good life, every day for children, our guests and the elderly.
Sincerely,

HILDE BRITT MELLBYE
CEO, Norlandia Care Group AS
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Key figures as of Q1-2015. Revenue is based on full year effect for all units.

Units

Growth in units
2010

5

2011

47

182

Preschools
Elderly care
Paent hotels

units

20
72

2012

83

2013

94

2014

130

156

2015

Divisions

3

Employees

PRESCHOOLS
PATIENT HOTELS
ELDERLY CARE

182

Countries

5500

NORWAY
SWEDEN
FINLAND
THE NETHERLANDS

EMPLOYEES

Growth

Sustained profitable growth provides dynamism in the organizaon,
fresh resources to aack big challenges, and opportunies to
leverage core competencies across ever wider fields of operaons.

Revenue
5 2

2,9
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Revenue
by country

6
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Revenue
by division

BILLION
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Elderly care
Preschools
Paent hotels
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Our locations
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6
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2
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6
2
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4

6
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Preschools
The last year has been a period of growth and renewal. Over time, there is an evolution in our practices. Beyond altered expectations on the part of parents and society in
general, change is driven by demands from governmental authorities. Preschools are
recognized as an important arena in which to acquire skills and to stimulate the ability
to learn. Providing secure attachment and facilitating learning are two sides of the
same coin.

Yngvar Tov
Herbjørnssønn
COO Preschools

There are also impulses coming from research and academia, which influence how
we manage our preschools and develop activities for the kids. More and more, our
practices are underpinned by evidence-based methods. We invest in personnel and
facilities to stay abreast of developments in our field and in compliance with the ever
rising regulatory demands.
As the saying goes, a good childhood lasts a lifetime. We all wish that the citizens of the
future are emotionally robust, possess appropriate language abilities, have requisite
social skills, and an abundance of joy. The quality work at Norlandia makes important
contributions to these goals becoming reality. Through field trips, games played and
stories told, we may be fortunate to play our little part in producing inquisitive minds
that go on exploring the rest of their lives. In our perspective, the saying could just as
well be; a good preschool lasts a lifetime.
Widespread usage of preschools across different segments of the community serves
to build equality and provide a basis for similar opportunities later in life, both in education and in the labor market. Especially in urban areas with a heterogeneous population, proper language skills is the key to later school performance and participation
in civic associations. Preschool usage is a predictor for adult socioeconomic status, as
demonstrated in research done by Nobel laureate James Heckman. Norlandia is proud
to be part of the broad societal effort to give kids the best possible chance of a healthy,
happy and meaningful life.
A milestone in the development of consistent quality delivery in our preschools was
the ISO-certificate received on March 25, 2014 for Norway. Copies of the certificate
were hung at preschool units throughout the country, and the event was celebrated
appropriately. This certification is the result of thorough and systematic work at all
levels of the preschool organization. Norlandia is the first and only preschool operator
in Norway to achieve this distinction, and our employees have reason to be very proud
of their accomplishment. We were also delighted by the performance and effort of
our Swedish organization to successfully complete their certification this year, and of
our Dutch organization which became re-certified without any remarks. Our increasingly common quality standard makes our total platform harmonized and robust, and
thereby scalable.
Our quality work, which has ISO as its foundation, is based on the premise that
we actually do what we say that we intend to do. The quality management system
expresses a level of ambition for quality. Every day, we strive to provide fun, learning
and a feeling of belonging in our preschools. All this in a safe environment. The quality
system pushes us to steadily improve our practices and advance our understanding of
customer expectations. It propels us forward to new standards of achievement.
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Much effort was put into the «steering document» for the preschool division, and the
contents have been broadly disseminated in the organization, well aligned with both
the quality system (ISO) and the already described evolvement of the preschool field.
The document has added momentum to several initiatives central to our efforts to
provide the best possible preschool operation.
• Digital tools for children; a great number of our preschools each have many
iPad Minis for use by children)
• The concept of health promoting preschools, with renewed emphasis on physical
activity, positive psychological development, and healthy foods
• A module-based, comprehensive leadership development program
• Completion of a strategic plan for competency development, and competency
management through new IT-systems
Employee satisfaction surveys show that a great number of our employees are excited
to work at Norlandia. Despite high workplace satisfaction, absenteeism continues to be
too high. We have addressed this through a range of new tools to be used collectively
at our preschools to stimulate reflections on the meaning and importance of work.
Recruiting has been high on our agenda in the past year: Pedagogues are a scarce
resource, and competition to hire and retain the best is fierce. Happily, the people
that we do hire tend to stay. We ran a recruiting campaign on the Oslo subway in late
spring, and embarked on a pioneering recruitment mission in Denmark (which has
a surplus of pedagogues). We strengthened our organization with the hire of highly
experienced leaders as Country managers both in Sweden and in Norway.
The complexities of the position as general manager of our preschool unit has increased.
Leadership qualities are even more important, the role has been significantly expanded.
We have a stated goal of having the most competent managers in the industry;
that raises the bar both on what coaching and development we provide, and on what
behaviors we expect to see in this select group. Our general managers need to possess
a crisp command of childhood development, relevant legal issues and financial management.
In the Netherlands, our preschool operation Kindex celebrated their 10-year anniversary with great fanfare, getting ready to gradually convert to the Norlandia brand. The
Dutch-Scandinavian affinity is evident: Several employee exchanges have taken place,
bringing new impulses to our operations.
The size of operations grew both organically and through acquisitions. In May, we
bought a 60% share in Teneva, with 30 units the largest private preschool operator in
Finland. The aforementioned Kindex was well integrated in our operations; we also
added Kakelbont in the Netherlands at the end of last year. We opened Marsvegen
in Tromsø and added Gaustadskogen in Oslo. In Sweden, we purchased Lövudden in
Västerås and Kempingestugan in Vellinge. Through a tender process in the city of Oslo,
we assumed responsibility for Ospa, Frydenlund and Bjørnåsen preschools. We are
excited to have all these preschool operations join the Norlandia family; increased size
allows for further investment in competency building and concept development.
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Elderly care
Norway
We assumed responsibility for the elderly care unit at Orkerød on September 1, a large
nursing home in the city of Moss, about one hour south of Oslo. Orkerød is widely
known for its competency within dementia care. We are pleased to see that the knowledge accumulated here is benefitting the patients at our other operations.
Gunhild Bergsaker
COO Elderly Care
Norway

We won the tender competition for Oppsalhjemmet in Oslo for a period of 6 plus 2
years and will thereby start our second contract here from May 1, 2015. Oppsalhjemmet
is the largest nursing home in the city of Oslo with 145 residents and 28 day users.
Oppsalhjemmet has for years been a cornerstone in the elderly care operations of
Norlandia in Norway, and the excellent quality work and skill development processes
that take place here are frequently adopted at our other units. Thus, we are very
pleased to continue to operate Oppsalhjemmet.
We have seen exciting changes happen at Tåsenhjemmet in Oslo. This nursing home
is being converted to a “Helsehus” (literally health house), which means that it will
provide services to patients in need of intermediary services. The increased level of
sophistication and demanding needs for specialized competence is creating an interesting workplace. We are pleased to play our part in the larger “samhandlingsreform”
occurring throughout Norway.
2014 was a milestone year: we became ISO-certified for the first time, thanks to the
immense work of countless dedicated employees. Thanks to this effort, patients,
caregivers, county authorities, and the public in general can be confident in our ability
to provide care of consistently high quality.
We conducted two major seminars in 2014: One in March on dignity in elderly care
for youth currently pursuing a health care education. This seminar was held in cooperation with labor organization Fagforbundet, employer organization Spekter, and the
charity Global Dignity Day. The Crown Prince of Norway spoke at the event, which was
very well received. In October we held a seminar for municipal decision makers on the
future of elderly care together with the organization Spekter. A clear message from the
seminar was that the sheer demographic changes that are about to happen will force
society to organize its elderly care provision differently.
The program Five wishes for dignity has been developed at Oppsalhjemmet and was
implemented at our other nursing homes as well. Five wishes enables residents and
their families to make distinct choices about treatment, care provision, and end of life
support. The program has received a fair bit of interest in the community of practitioners interested in nursing home medicine.
A practice of regular internal audits has been established in the division. In the startup
phase, these revisions have great value. Very quickly, we come to realize where
substandard practice is present and what competencies need to be boosted.
During the year we invested significant effort in concept development. The concepts
are related to food & meals, caring for near relations, dementia, culture, activity and
volunteer programs. Altogether, the concepts enable Norlandia to provide services at
a consistently high level.
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All our units participated in the broad patient safety campaign of the health authorities.
Particular areas of focus are handling of pharmaceuticals and fall prevention. The staff
at Oppsalhjemmet has taken these efforts one step further and implemented what
they call a patient safety visit.

Sweden
Our continuing efforts to achieve the highest level of quality care within the constraints
of our contract parameters were rewarded with a very high score on a nationwide
survey from the Socialstyrelsen (National Board of Health and Welfare) in the period
March through May 2014: 93% of the residents questioned reported themselves as
satisfied with Norlandia. This survey included 37790 respondents throughout Sweden.
The national average was 83% satisfaction.

Kerstin Stålskog
COO Elderly Care
Sweden

The last year has been very active with respect to tender bids. We were delighted to
re-win the contract with Kristinehamn county for the Tapiren unit. We are also very
proud to have won new tender bids in the following municipalities: Mjölby (the unit
Slomarp), Vallentuna (Augustendal), and Lund (Fäladshöjden).
A major event in the history of Norlandia was publicly announced on February 3, 2015:
We acquired elderly care operator Kosmo AB (Kropp Och Själ Med Omtanke, literally
“body and soul with thoughtfulness”). Kosmo was founded in 1992 in the southwestern
city of Helsingborg by Kristina Bardh and Lena Larsson. Kosmo has stood out from the
crowd for a number of years, thanks to unmatched attention to the individual needs
of each elderly care resident. We will invest significant resources in transferring the
culture, procedures and training Kosmo has put in place to achieve this to the rest of
the Norlandia Sweden elderly care operations.
With the acquisition of Kosmo, Norlandia is now the third largest operator of elderly
care in Sweden, with 41 units under management. A major project for our organization in 2015 is the careful integration of the two entities Norlandia and Kosmo. As part
of the agreement, Kristina Bardh has retired from the management of Kosmo, but has
joined the Board of Directors of Norlandia in Sweden.
A milestone for Norlandia in Sweden was the achievement of ISO-certification for the
first time in February of 2015. Significant time and energy was invested for well over
half a year, making sure that we had procedures in place to cover all important aspects
of the operations and that our employees were well versed in using the TQM-system
that underpins our comprehensive quality efforts.
The macro environment of elderly care operations in Sweden is somewhat less clear
and predictable than in the past. National elections brought a new government to
power and the issue of profits in the care sector has received much attention. No new
measures have been implemented as of yet; a comprehensive review of the matter is
under way, to be completed in 2016. At the local level, we see tender competitions
continuing, as a result of cost pressures and the desire for innovations at the hands of
private operators. That being said, we do see a slight drift away from privatizations which
may be attributed to the influence of national debates. As an example: Tuvehagen in
Helsingborg, which we have been operating, has been taken over by the county.
Leadership development continues to be important: Last fall we had managers from all
three divisions trained in the concepts of “Salutogenic leadership” (which means: focus
on what is healthy rather than what is ill). Emphasis is placed on what provides a sense
of coherence in the workplace. In other words, what makes work comprehensible,
manageable, and meaningful? Salutogenesis is a useful framework for addressing
management approaches.
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Patient hotels
For patient hotels as for the other divisions, 2014 was a landmark year in which we
received our ISO certificate for the units in Norway. I am very pleased with the significant
effort behind this outstanding result.
Occupancy has been satisfactory. Throughout the workweek, our hotels tend to be fully
booked due to planned surgeries, procedures and check-ups. We work closely with our
ward contacts to ensure maximum utility for the hospital. For the weekends, we work
though booking websites and other channels to secure occupancy.

Ole Ursin Smith
COO Patient hotels

Several of our units have seen upgrading and renewal over the last year: We have
developed the interiors at Montebello Hotel, creating an even more welcoming atmosphere. The kitchen at St. Olav has been closed for major refurbishing; we are now able
to accommodate the needs and desires of our guests at a higher level than before.
Also at St. Olav, we have expanded the hotel with a full floor, converting a hospital wing
into much appreciated hotel rooms.
At Årstaviken in Stockholm, we have built a brand new Café Care from scratch, providing
refreshment to both hotel guests, hospital patients, and hospital staff. The new offering
has rapidly become popular.
In the autumn of 2014 the women and children clinic in Tampere, Finland was awarded
the Finnish doctors association`s innovation prize for their approach to using the
patient hotel for parents and their newborn. We are proud to have introduced this
concept through our experience in Norway and Sweden, and facilitating the maternity
ward in our hotel.
As of February 2015, Tampere University hospital have a certified nurse on one floor
at our hotel in Tampere. The elevated level of care capacity opens up the possibility of
using the patient hotel to new categories of patients.
New regulations concerning food labelling went into effect in December. We worked
with our internal branding group to produce some very intuitive graphics. Our guests
and the authorities have expressed their approval.
On January 1, 2015, we implemented together with Oslo University Hospital a
significant change in the operations of our hotels in Oslo. All patients staying for one
night only has to pay the whole amount directly to the hotel, and claim only a portion
of the cost of stay back from a national center which administers patient travels. This
patient category constitutes a significant portion of the total number of guests at the
hotels. We are pleased to say that we have managed to plan and introduce this altered
practice to the satisfaction of both patients and cooperating hospital.
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Board of Management
Hilde Britt Mellbye CEO
Education: Norwegian School of Business Administration & Economics, NHH Bergen.
Experience: SVP at Scandinavian Business Seating, General Manager at See Design, VP
at McCann Erickson and Marketing Manager at Masterfoods and Ringnes. Other assignments: Board Member Health Tech AS, Abilia AB, LHL Eiendom Holding among others.
Olav Braaten CFO
Education: Chartered Accountant. Masters in Accounting and Auditing from Norwegian
Business School (BI). M.Sc. in Industrial Economics from the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU)
Experience: Financial controller at Tele 2. Manager Deals / Financial advisory services
in PwC. Consultant at Accenture.
Yngvar Tov Herbjørnssønn COO / Preschools
Education: Economist with officers and Naval Academy. Intermediate political science.
Master of Law. Experience: Operating activities in the Armed Forces,
Project New Norwegian frigates and lead negotiater for Military Academy Trained
Officers Association (KOL / Akademikerne).
Ole Ursin-Smith COO / Care Hotels
Education: Norwegian College of Hotel Management, Bachelor Honours
Experience: Managing Director, Director and Director of Sales at Exact
Eiendomsmeglere AS and Tinde ASA, various managerial positions and Corporate
Trainee Manager at Marriott Hotels & Resorts
Kerstin Stålskog Managing director, Sweden, COO Elderly Care Sweden
Education: Nurse, Nursing School in Eskilstuna
Experience: Regional Manager and Divisional Manager in private elderly care
companies. Head Nurse in County Government and also at Capio AB.
Gunhild Bergsaker COO / Elderly Care Norway
Education: Master of Health Administration (UiO), Intensive Care Nurse (HiO/Ullevål)
Registered Nurse (HiO)
Experience: Nurse and District Leader for home care in Municipality of Bærum,
outside Oslo. Nurse, Intensive Care Nurse and Head Nurse at the Intensive Care Unit
and Assistant Head Nurse for the whole Ullevål University Hospital.
Ernst Karlsen Marketing director
Education: MBA from Duke University in the USA.
Experience: Former Marketing director at Hjelp24. Many years experience in sales and
marketing from pharmaceutical companies Pfizer and MSD (Merck & Co.).
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Board of Directors
Åge Danielsen Chairman of the Board of Directors
Åge Danielsen is the Chairman of the Group’s Board of Directors and has held the same
position in ACEA since 2008. Åge has a degree in Social Economics and is a partner in
the Consultancy Partnership Rådgiverne LOS. He formerly held the position of Managing
Director of the Norwegian Rikshospitalet Hospital Trust from 1997 to 2008. He was the
Chief Executive of Nordland Regional Council, Director of Nordland District University
College, Secretary General for the Norwegian Ministry of Defence and Managing
Director of Statskonsult. In addition, he has had, and continues to hold, a number of
directorships in public and private enterprises.
Kristian Adolfsen Founder and Member of the Board of Directors
Kristian has an MBA from the University of Wisconsin and a Master of Science in
Business Administration from the Norwegian Business School, BI (siviløkonom). He has
founded a number of companies within the Adolfsen Group and holds several directorships.
Ingvild Myhre Member of the Board of Directors
Ingvild qualified as a Chartered Electro- Engineer at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology (NTNU). She was formerly the Managing Director of Alcatel
Telecom, Telenor Mobile and Network Norway. Ingvild is currently a partner in the
Consultancy Parnership, Rådgiverne LOS. She has had, and continues to hold, a number
of directorships in public and private enterprises.
Benn Harald Eidissen Founder and Member of the Board of Directors
founder of private day-care centres. He founded Eidissen Consult in 1990. Since 1997
this company has primarily been involved with the building and running of private
day-care centres through Tromsø Barnehagedrift AS and Barnekompaniet AS, along
with Even Carlsen. He was the Chairman of Bodø/Glimt Football Club from 2006 until
he resigned in January 2009. He was a member of Nordland County Council from
1979-1995 and the second Deputy Member representing the Nordland Conservative
Party in the Norwegian Parliament in the period 1981-1989.
Fredrik Thafvelin Member of the Board of Directors
Fredrik qualified as a doctor at the University of Lund and has worked as an anaesthetist
and general practitioner for 18 years. He qualified as a manager in the health service.
He held the position of Deputy Managing Director of Capo AB. He is currently a
Consultant and member of the Board of Directors at the listed company Feelgood AB,
for Transmedica AS, and Spenshult Hospital for Rheumatics AB.
Roger Adolfsen Founder and Member of the Board of Directors
Roger has an MBA from the University of Wisconsin and a Master of Science in
Business Administration from the Norwegian Business School, BI (siviløkonom). He has
30 years of extensive experience in business and real estate development, including 25
years in his own business. He has founded a number of companies within the Adolfsen Group.
Even Carlsen Founder and Member of the Board of Directors
Started Tromsø Barnehage Drift AS with Benn Eidissen and developed the company as
CEO of Barnekompaniet AS 2003-2008, before the companies were merged into ACEA
AS (renamed NCG in 2012). Founded the local newspaper Lofoten Tidende, where he
was CEO from 1987 to 2000. Director of Lofotposten from 2001 to 2003. Established
and sat for several years on the PBL Board (Private Barnehagers Landsforbund).
In addition, he holds board positions in several private companies.
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Board of Directors’ Report
The company’s business
Norlandia Care Group AS is the parent company of the Norlandia Care Groups
enterprises. The company operates in the following business segments:
• Preschools
• Elderly care
• Patient hotels
The company is registered in Bodø. The company operates in Norway, Sweden, Finland
and the Netherlands. The head office of Norlandia Care Group is located in Oslo, but
the company still has its business address in Bodø, Norway.

Tunover and profit
Group revenue increased from 1,417.4 MNOK in 2013 to 1,853.7 MNOK in 2014.
Profit before tax for the Group in 2014 was 69.2 MNOK.

Continuing business operations and allocation of income
In the opinion of management, the financial statements present a true picture of the
results and the company’s financial position as of December 31, 2014. The financial
statement for 2014 shows a profit for Norlandia Care Group AS of 89,536,495.00
Norwegian kroner. The profit is proposed allocated as follows:
Transferred to other equity: 89,536,495.00 Norwegian kroner
The Board confirms that the conditions for continuing business operations are fulfilled.

Working environment
Sick leave in Norlandia Care Group totaled 8,5% for 2014. The company continuously
works on its processes to achieve an ever increasing quality of the group’s services.
There have been no reports of serious injuries or incidents among employees in 2014.

Gender equality
The company had as of 31.12.2014 a total of 3,415 employees, of which 3,012 women
and 403 men. The Board consists of six men and one woman. Differences in wages are
associated with different positions / responsibilities. The goal is equal pay for equal
work. There are three women and four men in the management team; the CEO is
female. Management believes that the status of gender equality is satisfactory and that
it is therefore not necessary to plan and implement specific measures in this area.

Discrimination
The company’s goal is to ensure diversity. It recruits, develops and retains the best
employees regardless of gender, ethnicity or disability.

Future development
The Board considers the entity’s financial performance satisfactory. The company works
to develop the market through projects related to the firm’s core areas. The market
in Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands and Finland has primarily been within publicly
financed areas.

Financial risk
The subsidiaries’ customer base is mainly county authorities and public healthcare
bodies as well as parents of children in our preschool operation. In the Board’s view, it
is therefore no latent appreciable risk of loss to the company. The subsidiaries have a
combination of long-term contracts with the public sector in elderly care and patient
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hotels and agreements with parents within the preschools. Intercompany receivables /
payables and currency risk have not been deemed necessary to secure through hedge
transactions. The company’s liquidity situation is satisfactory.

Currency risk
The company is exposed to currency risk through its operations in Sweden, Finland and
the Netherlands. This cash flow is not secured and currency risks are managed as part
of the ongoing business risk. The company has chosen not to hedge currency balance
sheet items denominated in foreign currencies, which means some fluctuation from
year to year due to translation differences.

Environment
The Board is not aware of any activity of the business that has a substantial negative
impact on the environment.
Oslo, April 15, 2015
Board of Directors
Norlandia Care Group AS
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Audit Committee
The Board of Directors elects at least two of its members to serve on the board of
directors’ audit committee and appoints one of them to act as chair.
The audit committee was established in relation with listing of the Norlandia Care
Group bond on the Oslo Stock Exchange, May 2014. At year-end 2014, the audit
committee members were Ingvild Myhre (chair), Fredrik Thafvelin (board member).

Ingvild Myhre

The audit committee is a sub-committee of the Board of Directors, and its objective
is to act as a preparatory body in connection with the board’s supervisory roles with
respect to financial reporting and the effectiveness of the company’s internal control
system. It also attends to other tasks assigned to it in accordance with the instructions
for the audit committee adopted by the board of directors.

Fredrik Thafvelin

The audit committee is instructed to assist the Board of Directors in its supervising
of matters such as:
• Monitoring the financial reporting process
• Evaluate the group`s IT and data security
• Monitoring of business risk management functions effectively
• Monitoring the effectiveness of the company’s internal control, internal audit
and risk management systems.
• Maintaining continuous contact with the statutory auditor regarding the annual
and consolidated accounts.
• Reviewing and monitoring the independence of the company’s internal auditor
and the independence of the statutory auditor (reference is made to the Norwegian
Auditors Act chapter 4) and, in particular, whether services other than audits
provided by the statutory auditor or the audit firm are a threat to the statutory
auditor’s independence.
The audit committee supervises implementation of and compliance with the group’s
Ethics Code of Conduct in relation to financial reporting.
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CFO report
In 2014 the consolidated financial statements of Norlandia Care Group and its
subsidiaries have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRSs) as adopted by the European Union (EU). This transition from NGAP
for Norlandia Care Group influences mainly how intangible assets are considered,
and how ratings of pension liabilities are reported.

Olav Braaten
CFO

Revenue
2014 has been a year of growth in all business areas. Revenue growth has come
from a combination of acquisitions and winning of tenders. Growth has taken place
during the whole year, and full year impact will come into effect in 2015. The Group
has established its presence in the Netherlands during 2014 with the acquisition of
the preschool unit Kindex. The Group has also acquired the majority of the Finnish
preschool company Tenava.
It is encouraging to observe that all business areas are actively involved in several
tenders. In the beginning of 2015 the Group acquired the Swedish elderly care
company Kosmo, and becomes with this the third largest private elderly care provider
in Sweden.

Ebitda
The company’s margin development has been influenced by several new establishments, combined with building up an even stronger platform and concepts prepared
for future growth in the divisions.

Balance
The balance sheet presents the Group’s assets and shows how these are financed by
equity and debt. All internal relationship between group companies is eliminated.
Further details can be found in the official financial statement.
The Group’s balance sheet has increased through 2014, with 248 million kroner
(MNOK). The Group increased its bond financing in December 2014 with MNOK 150,
bringing the total bond issue to MNOK 650.
Several acquisitions in both the health care and the preschool sector have been
completed, as part of the objective of growing the existing platforms.

Cash Flow
The cash flow statement shows how the Group’s cash flows are distributed among
cash flows from operating, investing and financing activities, according to the indirect
method. Cash flow explains the overall change in the Group’s liquid assets from the
previous period.
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Comprehensive Income Statement
Consolidated Statement for the year ended 31 December 2014
(Amounts in NOK)

				
Note
2014
2013
Revenue			
4
1 850 557 302 1 382 313 412
Other operating income			
4
3 093 669
35 105 918
Net operating revenue				 1 853 650 971 1 417 419 330
						
Raw materials and consumables used				
55 078 211
55 929 965
Staff costs			
5 1 308 694 071
986 375 144
Depreciation and amortisation expense			
8,9
25 737 566
15 260 145
Other operating expenses				
369 041 004
275 054 700
Total operating expenses				 1 758 550 852 1 332 619 954
						
Profit from operations				
95 100 119
84 799 376
						
Finance income			
6
27 298 319
13 030 079
Finance expense			
6
-54 010 925
-33 365 298
Share of post-tax profits of associates			
11
850 631
-482 717
Net finance				
-25 861 974
-20 817 936
						
Profit before tax				
69 238 145
63 981 440
Tax expense			
7
-17 136 994
-8 198 810
Profit				
52 101 150
55 782 630
Other comprehensive income
Items that will not be reclassified to profit or loss				
Remeasurements of post employment benefit obligations			
19
-44 085 227
-29 662 884
Deferred tax on remeasurement of post employment benefit obligation		
16
11 903 011
8 008 979
Gain on property revaluation 			
8		
8 993 502
Deferred tax on property revaluation			
16		
-2 428 246
Gain on property revaluation in associated companies				
86 500 000
						
Items that may be subsequently reclassified to profit or loss						
Currency translation differences				
797 993
1 326 536
Total other comprehensive income				
55 115 777
-13 762 113
						
Total comprehensive income				
107 216 927
42 020 517
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Financial position
Consolidated Statement for the year ended 31 December 2014
(Amounts in NOK)

ASSETS			

Note

2014

2013

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment 			
8
234 502 512
Deferred tax asset			
16
20 902 976
Intangible assets			
9
512 794 694
Derivative financial assets			
12
0
Investement in associated companies			
11
196 738 787
Other investments					
Other receivables			
13,21
222 992 071
Total non-current assets				 1 187 931 040

181 375 963
14 774 624
418 870 438
1 652 495
60 437 413
1 082 106
206 571 814
884 764 854

Current assets					
Inventories				
Trade and other receivables			
13,21
Cash and cash equivalents				
Total current assets				

2 988 811
157 322 511
281 360 675
441 671 997

1 653 039
132 112 867
217 079 874
350 845 780

Total assets				

1 629 603 038

1 235 610 634
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Consolidated Statement for the year ended 31 December 2014
(Amounts in NOK)

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES			

Note

2014

Equity attributable to owners of the parent
Share capital					
14
32 381 440
Other equity						
247 402 810
Total equity attributable to owners of the parent						
279 784 250
Total equity						
279 784 250
							
Non-current liabilities
Pensionsliabilities					
19
107 793 919
Loans and borrowings					
15
839 751 778
Derivative financial liabilities					
12
3 147 068
Total non-current liabilities						
950 692 765
							
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables					
16,17
386 583 928
Loans and borrowings					
15
4 517 029
Taxes payable						
8 025 066
Total current liabilities						
399 126 023
			
Total liabilities						
1 349 818 788
						
Total equity and liabilities						
1 629 603 038

Oslo, April 15, 2015
Board of Directors, Norlandia Care Group AS

ÅGE JAN DANIELSEN

KRISTIAN A. ADOLFSEN

INGVILD MYHRE

Chairman of the Board

Board member

Board member

				
BENN HARALD EIDISSEN

FREDRIK THAFVELIN

EVEN CARLSEN

Board member

Board member

Board member

				

ROGER ADOLFSEN		

HILDE BRITT MELLBYE

Board member		

Chief Executive Officer
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2013

2 490 880
197 926 443
200 417 323
200 417 323

59 606 405
669 811 322
3 213 583
732 631 310

301 344 982
0
1 217 019
302 562 001
1 035 193 311
1 235 610 634

Cash flows
Consolidated Statement for the year ended 31 December 2014
(Amounts in NOK)

Cash flows from operating activities			
Note
2014
2013
Profit for the year				
52 101 151
55 782 630
Adjustments for:				
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment			
8
25 737 566
15 260 145
Gain on sale of assets			
4
0
-32 340 515
Amortisation of intangible fixed assets			
9
0
0
Share of post-tax profits of associates			
11
-850 631
482 717
Changes in other balance sheet items				
0
1 456 260
Changes in fair value of financial instruments			
12
1 607 365
-266 890
Interest income/interest expense and financial items				
22 081 032
20 656 871
Income tax expense			
7
17 136 994
8 198 810
							
Changes in working capital
Changes in inventory, accounts receivable and payables				
-23 913 414
555 627
Increase in inventories				
-1 335 773
-2 075 554
Decrease in trade and other payables				
-6 181 365
19 136 370
Increase in provisions and employee benefits 				
89 615 482
8 413 987
Cash generated from operations				
175 998 407
95 260 458
Income taxes paid				
-1 217 019
-1 283 039
Net cash flows from operating activities 				
174 781 388
93 977 419
						
Investing activities
Cash received from sale of assets			
4
0
54 274 214
Purchases of property, plant and equipment			
8
-172 715 286
-45 735 114
Net investment in shares in associates			
11
-47 868 637
-60 920 130
Net investment in shares				
-16 420 257
0
Net changes in financial receivables			
21
0
2 209 635
Interest received			
6
21 991 790
11 207 580
Net cash used in investing activities				
-215 012 390
-38 963 815
						
Financing activities
Payments of long-term loan to finance institutions			
15
-6 033 630
-278 008 113
Changes in short-term loan to finance institutions			
15
83 254 882
-36 526 685
Proceeds from long-term borrowings from finance institutions			
15
96 797 363
500 000 000
Interest paid			
6
-41 656 813
-30 707 577
Payment of refinancing expenses				
0
-9 000 000
Distribution to owners				
-27 850 000
-27 450 000
Proceeds from private placements			
7
0
0
Net cash (used in)/from financing activities				
104 511 802
118 307 625
						
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents				
64 280 800
173 321 229
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year			
14
217 079 875
43 758 646
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year				
281 360 675
217 079 875
A complete set of notes to the financial statements can be obtained by contacting the company: olav@norlandiacare.no
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Independent auditor’s report
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Norlandia Care Group AS
Business address
Verkstedveien 1
8008 Bodø
Norway
Head Office
Øvre Vollgate 13
0158 Oslo
Norway
Norlandia Care AB / Norlandia Förskolor AB
Garvargatan 9
112 21 Stockholm
Sweden
Norlandia Care OY
Biokatu 14, building Finn-Medi 6
33520 Tampere
Finland
KindeX
Bachlaan 2
2253 BA Voorschoten
The Netherlands

Mai 2015

www.norlandiacare.no / se / fi
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